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ABSTRACT 
This model presents the design and implementation of a electric vehicle for 1 passengers and for 
weight up to 70kgs.An attempt has been made to design a high efficiency electric vehicle.Thereby 
introducing a system which makes the vehicle pollution free.The fabrication of chassis is made for 
the similar dimensions of commercially available electric bikes in market with some more 
changes in size.The components like BLDC motor,DC-DC converter and controller are arranged 
in a good manner.In this model to increase the comfortness of the rider, the speed breaker and 
pothole detector is used, by Arduino.The  four 12V batteries in series is used in this vehicle totally 
48V.The 12V from the battery for the field excitation of the 100-200 rpm after it pum,p back to 
source.Thus the battery  which  is provide the  rotational energy with the help of bldc motor.The 
vehicle is tested for the supply of source to the batteries using multimeter distance travelled with 
or without the work.  
Keywords: Bidirectional, Power factor, Total Harmonic Distortion, Voltage Source Inverter, High Frequency, 
Digital Signal Processor, Sinosoidal Pulse Width. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The work is defined to develop a battery electric vehicle for closed circuit areas like railway 
station platforms, Golf clubs, hospital corridors, industries etc. The concept of plug in charging 
which is found in conventional battery electric vehicles was targeted to give the full comfort to 
the rider. The work started with the study on technology, components utilization and the future of 
battery electric vehicles. Based on the study the outline of the electric vehicle was framed to carry 
1 passengers or a weight of 70 kg. 
 
 A self-propelled vehicle which is used in transporting people and goods from one place to 
another on road is called as an automobile. The early history of the auto-mobile can be divided 
into a number of eras, based on the prevalent means of propulsion. At the turn of the 20th century 
electrically powered bikes appeared but only occupied a niche market until the turn of the 21st 
century. Many have discussed regarding the continuous use of several energy sources from both 
fast depleting conventional energy sources. Their focus was on more economical, noiseless, 
emission free and high efficient. An electric vehicle (EV), also referred to as an electric drive 
vehicle, uses one or more electric motors or traction motors for propulsion. 
 
Daan baker has discussed regarding that in coming years a few electric vehicles will emerge 
on the market that are powered by a rechargeable battery. The success of the electric vehicle (EV) 
is very dependent on the battery technology. Electric bikes enjoyed popularity between the late 
19th century and early 20th century, when electricity was among the preferred methods for 
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automobile propulsion, providing a level of comfort and ease of operation that could not be 
achieved by the gasoline cars of the time. 
 
An electric bicycle uses an electric motor for the purpose of moving. It uses electrical energy 
for motion. They are also known as e-bikes. There are many varieties of electric bike. Some of 
these bikes have a rechargeable battery. This makes it easy to power the bike whenever you 
want. They make use of stored electrical energy in some or the other form. Due to this form of 
energy, the bikes have more power and speed. These bikes are more convenient than regular 
ones. 
A electric vehicle (EV) that uses chemical energy stored in rechargeable battery packs. EVs 
use electric motors and motor controllers instead of internal combustion engines (ICEs) for 
propulsion. The efficiency of an electric vehicle is far greater than all other forms of propulsion 
currently in use; also it offers the possibility of charging EVs from renewable energies.An electric 
vehicle operates differently from a vehicle with an IC engine  
2. OPERATING PRINCIPLE 
 
Ordinary electric motors use a mechanical device called a commutator and two contacts called 
carbon brushes to reverse the electric current periodically and ensure the axle keeps turning in the 
same direction. 
 
 Hub motors are typically brushless motors (sometimes called brushless direct current motors 
or BLDCs), which replace the commutator and brushes with half-a-dozen or more separate coils 
and an electronic circuit. The circuit switches the power on and off in the coils in turn creating 
forces in each one that make the motor spin. 
 
 Since the brushes press against the axle of a normal motor, they introduce friction, slow it 
down, make a certain amount of noise, and waste energy. That's why brushless motors are often 
more efficient, especially at low speeds. Getting rid of the brushes also saves having to replace 
them every so often when friction wears them down. 
   
 
Fig 1. Block Diagram for Optimal E-Bike 
 
 This Fig 1 block diagram give the details  about basic operation principle of optimal e-
bike.The input supply is taken as the source.The charger has converter rectifier unit as named as 
charger controller and it also have buck converter inside the controller unit. The charger  
controller charge the battery ,that input to the dc machine(major component of the vehicle) 
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Fig 2. BLDC Motor (major component of vehicle). 
 
The four 12V battery in series is used in our vehicle that input to our DC machine. The 
BLDC motor has excited at 12V at 100-200 rpm, the reverse power is return back to the source 
battery.The Brushless DC Motor is constructed as  a wheel model, that is very convent to for 
vehicle. 
 
The Hall effect sensor   is when a current carrying conductor is placed  perpendicular to a 
magnetic field potential difference is produced inside a conductor .The diagrammatic 
representation give the details about Hall Effect Sensor. 
 
 
 
Fig 3. Diagrammatic Representation  Hall Effect Sensor  
 
3. ANALYSES OF CONTROLLER 
The controller used in between the batteries and the bldc motor has explained. 
 
Fig 4. Internal Circuit In The Controller In Between The Battery And Bldc Motor 
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The controller hardware kit has out put terminmals that can protect the machine,and give 
the exact input to machine.The output of the controller   give the external component  connection  
terminals. 
 
    
 
Fig 5. Output terminals of  the controller. 
 
The external device is Implemented to increase the comfort of the rider. The Arduino kit 
detect the speed breaker and pothole in road, that inform the rider to make more comfort or to 
maintain the constant speed.The Fig 6 block diagram expain the detail of the small system to 
detect and inform to increase the confort. 
 
 
Fig 6. Block diagram for safety system 
 
This  model give the graphical representation  waveform that can be shown below. 
 
4. OPERATION WAVEFORM 
 
Fig.7 
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5. DETAILED TABLE DESCRIPTION 
 
Table 1 
 
 
 
6. CONCLUSION 
Our project is design to develop a electric vehicle for closed circuit areas like railway 
station platforms, Golf clubs, hospital corridors, industries etc. The concept of plug in charging 
which is found in conventional electric vehicles was targeted to replace by the concept of IC 
combustion in the defined project. The work started with the study on technology, components 
utilization and the future of electric vehicles. Based on the study the outline of the electric vehicle 
was framed to carry 1 passengers or a weight of 70 kg. The safety kit, motor, motor controller, 
DC-DC converter was considered in the work based on their extensive use in the field of 
automobiles. The vehicle was tested for the source supply from the DC-DC converter to the 
batteries for many numbers of trials. This depicted the successful results in extracting the 
rotational energy from the wheels with low power consumption The DC-DC converter steps up 
the source from 12V DC to 52V DC, which results in charging the batteries used for the work. 
7. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 
In the future enhancing the bike with replacing charging battery with dc generator which 
gives the constant output to the converter so that the efficiency of converter will be high.by using 
lithium-ion battery pack which will gives high distance rate then lead acid type battery. Building 
the body with solar panel fiber guard which will also feed its output to dc to dc converter.in future 
smart wheel also integrated with our project which help to reduce the kerb weight of bike. 
Integration of smartphones will give the unlocking/locking system and fully information. 
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